We performed numerical simulations of the 2011 deep-seated Akatani landslide in central Japan to understand the dynamic evolution of friction of the landslide. By comparing the forces obtained from numerical simulation to those resolved from seismic waveform inversion, the coefficient of the friction during sliding was investigated in the range of 0.1-0.4. The simulation assuming standard Coulomb friction shows that the forces obtained by the seismic waveform inversion are well explained using a constant friction of μ = 0.3. A small difference between the residuals of Coulomb simulation and a velocity-dependent simulation suggests that the coefficient of friction over the volume is well constrained as 0.3 most of time during sliding. It suggests the sudden loss of shearing resistance at the onset of sliding, that is, sudden drop of the initial coefficient of friction in our model, which accelerates the deep-seated landslide. Our numerical simulation calibrated by seismic data provides the evolution of dynamic friction with a reasonable resolution in time, which is difficult to obtain from a conventional runout simulation, or seismic waveform inversion alone.
I N T RO D U C T I O N
Understanding controlling factors of dynamic friction of catastrophic landslides is an important issue for predicting the velocity and runout distance of a sliding mass, and hence assessing and managing the risks posed by landslides. Several observations based on experimental and field surveys indicate higher mobility in larger landslides (Hsü 1975; Legros 2002; Lucas et al. 2014) . This implies that as the size of the landslide increases, friction decreases, yet the physical process associated with this empirical relationship remains controversial (Dade & Huppert 1998) . For a wet, at least partly saturated landslide body, generation of excess pore pressure by crushing and compaction of basal material may enhance debris mobility, and models incorporating this basal lubrication well explain several cases of long runout landslides Wang & Sassa 2010) .
In order to clarify the mechanisms of the acceleration of a debris mass, we need to reconstruct the dynamic motion of large bedrock landslides and calculate frictional forces acting on the sliding surface. Previously, landslide motion has been inferred qualitatively from topographic changes caused by the event, and occasionally from eyewitness reports (e.g. Voight & Sousa 1994; Evans et al. 2007) . However, recent studies show that the use of seismic data may help understand the force history of landslide movement, that is, the time history of the force acting on the surface and physical parameters (e.g. Kawakatsu 1989; Brodsky et al. 2003; Favreau et al. 2010; Moretti et al. 2012; Allstadt 2013; Ekström & Stark 2013; Yamada et al. 2013; Moretti et al. 2015) . Seismometers are recording continuously with a high sampling rate and sometimes close enough to record signals from smaller landslides. Due to the limited resolution of the data, those previous studies assumed a constant coefficient of friction, however, there was no verification for this assumption.
In this study, we explore the dynamic friction of the 2011 deepseated Akatani landslide using seismic records and numerical simulation. The event is one of the best recorded catastrophic bedrock landslides with a high-resolution (1 m) digital elevation model (DEM) before and after the landslide and seismic data recorded by bedrock borehole stations with distances from 35 km to over 200 km (Yamada et al. 2012; Chigira et al. 2013) . The accurate DEM of the landslide area enables us to simulate the sliding process by numerical computation, since we have a precise topography and volume of debris. As a result, we can estimate a coefficient of friction and its behaviour during sliding, which enables us to infer physical processes leading to the landslide mass acceleration.
In the past studies, Yamada et al. (2013) performed the seismic waveform inversion and obtained the coefficient of friction during sliding, applying the equation of motion for a single point mass. However, the inverted force has limited information at some frequency ranges, since the filtering process is required for the waveform inversion due to heterogeneous velocity structures. With the SHALTOP model for numerical simulation of landslides (Mangeney et al. 2007 ), we were able to obtain the single force from another data set, that is, the DEM. The advantage of this forward calculation is to avoid the loss of information due to the filtering. By comparing this force with that obtained from seismic waveform inversion in the same frequency range, we proposed a friction model, which describes the movements of large bedrock landslides.
DATA
On 2011 September 3-4, extensive bedrock landslides occurred across a wide region of the Kii Peninsula as Typhoon Talas produced heavy rainfalls across western Japan (Yamada et al. 2012; Chigira et al. 2013) . The Akatani landslide, one of the largest events, occurred at 16:21:30 on 2011 September 4 (JST) in Nara prefecture, central Japan (135.725 • N, 34.126
• E). The event consisted of extensive mass movement on a slope approximately 1 km long, inclined at an angle of 30
• (Fig. 1) . The source volume was 8.2 × 10 6 m 3 (Yamada et al. 2012 ) and the total mass of displaced material was estimated to be 2.1 × 10 10 kg, assuming an average rock density of 2600 kg m −3 (Iwaya & Kano 2005) . We obtained a DEM with 1 m grid spacing before and after the landslide from airborne LiDAR data (Yamada et al. 2013) . The domain of the numerical simulation is 1600 m × 1700 m as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Due to the limitation of computation memory, we downsampled the DEM to a 5 m grid. We prepared two topographic data sets from the DEM; the sliding surface and the mass thickness on the surface. The sliding surface was constructed by taking the lower values of the DEMs before and after the landslide. The thickness of the sliding mass was computed by subtracting the DEM for the sliding surface from the DEM before the landslide.
We used three-component forces obtained from a seismic waveform inversion in Fig. 2(a) (Yamada et al. 2013) . In Yamada et al. (2013) , the normalized residual of the observed and simulated waveforms is 0.08, which suggests the average error of the amplitude is about 8 per cent. As we see in the force history in Figs 2(a)-(c), the differences of forces in the numerical simulations for various frictions are more than 8 per cent for the three cases. Therefore, we can determine the coefficient of friction to a resolution of at least 0.1. An acausal fourth-order Butterworth filter with cutoff period of 10 and 100 s was applied to the data to obtain the source-time function. In this relatively long-period window, seismic waveforms are less affected by the heterogeneity in the subsurface structure. For consistency, we apply the same filter to the forces obtained from the numerical simulation, which will be explained in the next section. Note that the horizontal axis of all time-history figures indicates the time after 16:20 (JST), 2011 September 4, in order to be consistent with Yamada et al. (2013) .
M E T H O D S
We used the SHALTOP numerical model to compute the spatiotemporal stress field applied to the sliding surface by the moving landslide mass. This model describes homogeneous, continuous granular flows over 3D topography (Bouchut et al. 2003; Bouchut & Westdickenberg 2004; Mangeney-Castelnau et al. 2005; Mangeney et al. 2007) . It is based on the thin-layer approximation and depthaveraging of the Navïer-Stokes equations without viscosity. The flow thickness and depth-averaged velocity in the direction normal to topography are calculated for each grid cell numerically. The topographic data are used for input data, and the friction model can be modulated to control the flow behaviour. The total force acting on the sliding surface can then be computed by summation of the forces applied by the mass at each time step (Moretti et al. 2012) .
Note that there is an approximation in the model at the onset of simulation. At the time equal to zero, the mass is not in equilibrium, and is released suddenly when the simulation starts. In reality, the initiation of sliding includes the process of fracture, growth of cracks and/or excess pore pressure, which are difficult to include in the current model . Therefore, we are not able to distinguish the cohesion and friction at rest in this model. The tangent of the slope angle suggests that the apparent coefficient of friction before the sliding is about 0.6 or (b) and (e)) are plotted with opposite sign against Yamada et al. (2013) , so that we can compare the three components easily.
lower (Yamada et al. 2013) . We use this number as the maximum potential value of the coefficient of friction, since both the cohesive and frictional components contribute to the shearing resistance.
We evaluated different friction models by comparing the simulated force with that obtained from seismic waveform inversion. The normalized residual (hereafter referred to as the residual), defined as the following, is used to evaluate the quality of the fit:
where f o (t) and f s (t) are the force at time t computed from the seismic waveform inversion and numerical simulation, respectively, in 1 s intervals. nt is the total duration of the force. δt is selected to minimize the mean of the residuals for three-component forces.
R E S U LT S
The landslide dynamics are strongly controlled by the flow rheology. Therefore, we can modulate the behaviour of the sliding mass by changing the friction model. In this analysis, we test two different friction laws: Coulomb friction, in which the dynamic coefficient of friction is independent of sliding velocity and a velocitydependent friction model (Rice 2006; Lucas et al. 2014) . The resulting forces are compared with those calculated from the seismic waveform inversion by Yamada et al. (2013) .
SHALTOP simulation with Coulomb friction
We first test a Coulomb friction model with constant friction coefficient, that is, friction is independent of sliding velocity. We varied the coefficient of friction in several simulations so that the resulting force acting on the sliding surface agrees best with the force obtained from seismic waveform inversion. Figs 2(a)-(c) show the forces obtained by SHALTOP numerical simulation with different coefficients of friction (μ) compared to those from the seismic waveform inversion. Two large pulses at 90-110 and 110-130 s are well captured by the simulation, but the force amplitudes vary depending on the assumed coefficient of friction. A smaller coefficient of friction causes greater acceleration, and produces a larger peak amplitude of the force. Changing the coefficient of friction controls the amplitude of the forces, but has a smaller effect on the phase of the forces. A larger coefficient of friction better approximates the first peak but the second peak is underestimated. To identify the best-fitting parameter value, we varied the coefficient of friction between 0.2 and 0.4 with an interval of 0.02. The coefficient of friction that minimized the residual is μ = 0.30 and the value of the residual is 0.198.
SHALTOP simulation with velocity-dependent friction model
Velocity-dependent friction has been observed during earthquakes (e.g. Heaton 1990; Ide & Takeo 1997) , landslides (e.g. Yamada et al. 2013; Lucas et al. 2014) and laboratory rock experiments (e.g. Hirose & Shimamoto 2005; Rice 2006; Han et al. 2007 ). Here, we use the empirical relationship used in Lucas et al. (2014) :
where μ o is the static coefficient of friction, μ w is the dynamic coefficient of friction during sliding and U w is the characteristic velocity for the onset of weakening. ||U|| is the vector sum of the velocity at each grid cell. Note that μ o is the friction coefficient when ||U|| = 0, μ w is the coefficient of friction when ||U|| = ∞ and U w controls how quickly the coefficient of friction drops as a function of velocity. We computed μ for each grid cell at each time step. simulation. The value of the residual is 0.170, which is slightly lower than the residual of the model assuming Coulomb friction.
Parameter search for the velocity-dependent friction model
In order to select the optimal parameters for the friction model that best explain the forces obtained through seismic waveform inversion, we performed a 3-D grid search for μ o , μ w and U w in eq. and a finer grid over μ w . The optimal parameter set for the first step is (μ o , μ w , U w ) = (0.4, 0.3, 3), with a residual of 0.188. Fig. 3 shows the residual surfaces for a pair of three parameters. The third parameter, which is not shown on each plot, is fixed at the optimum value. For example, in Fig. 3(a) , the residual for μ o and μ w are plotted, while U w is fixed at 3.0 m s −1 . The plots show that the sensitivity to the parameter μ w is very high, as the surfaces vary strongly in the vertical direction in Figs 3(a) and (b). The sensitivities to μ o and U w are relatively low, as shown in Figs 3(a) and (b), where the peak along that axis is not strong.
Next, we performed a grid search with a smaller interval for the most sensitive parameter μ w (0.02) between 0.20 and 0.34 around the optimal value of the first step. We obtained the optimal parameter values (μ o , μ w , U w ) = (0.6, 0.24, 4) with a slightly smaller residual of 0.170. Fig. 4(a) shows the 3D residual space for the parameters. We can see that there is a trade-off among parameters around the most optimal model. In order to evaluate the temporal change of the coefficient of friction, the mass-weighted average of the coefficient of friction for each model in Fig. 4(a) is shown in Fig. 4(b) . For the presentation purpose, the models with μ o greater than or equal to 0.4 are shown in the figure. Although the velocity of the centre of mass changes significantly in time, the average coefficient of friction is about constant (0.3) between 105 and 130 s. The models with smaller residuals also show that the variation of the coefficient of friction is very small during this period. Therefore, the coefficient of friction is well constrained at around 0.3. However, because of the small amplitude of the force, there is no resolution of the coefficient of friction at the beginning of the simulation and time after 140 s. Yamada et al. (2013) interpreted the forces obtained from seismic waveform inversion as being representative of three stages in the landslide process (90-110 s, 110-130 s and 130-140 s in Fig. 2) . During the first stage, the mass begins moving and accelerates down the slope. In the second stage, the toe reaches the opposite valleyside slope and the mass starts decelerating. In the third stage, the mass runs slightly backup on the sliding surface and the movement terminates with some continued deformation.
Snapshots of the landslide movement
The behaviour of the sliding mass in the SHALTOP numerical simulation is consistent with this interpretation. The first stage corresponds to the first six panels in Fig. 5 . Note that the onset of the numerical simulation is 98 s after the reference time (16:20), which might be smeared in the waveform inversion due to the acausal bandpass filtering. In the second stage, which corresponds to the next two panels, the sliding mass reaches the bottom of the valley and starts depositing, but a substantial portion is still sliding down the slope. At 40 s after initiation, movement of the main body is almost over. Since the numerical simulation does not require the bandpass filter, the evolution of the force tends to be sharper, and as Fig. 1(a) . Colours indicate (a) the coefficient of friction and (b) velocity of the mass at the grid, respectively, and the location of each point shows the thickness of the mass. t 0 is the time of simulation. a result, the duration of the process becomes shorter. The duration of the three stages is better resolved by the numerical simulation which has a higher resolution in time and space.
Coloured points in Fig. 5 indicate snapshots of the coefficient of friction and velocity on each grid cell along the section A-B in Fig. 1(a) . Within 8 s after the initiation of sliding, velocity quickly increases and the coefficient of friction drops to less than 0.32 for most of the profile. During the first stage, the velocity continues to increase but the coefficient of friction remained nearly constant. In the second stage, the tip of the deposit reaches the bottom of the valley and the mass begins decelerating. Inverted forces are not very sensitive to the third stage, where acceleration is small, but we resolve a decrease in velocity and an increase of the frictional coefficient.
D I S C U S S I O N
The combination of the numerical simulation and seismic waveform inversion helps resolve the time evolution of friction of the Akatani landslide. Our simulation assuming standard Coulomb friction shows that the forces obtained by seismic waveform inversion are well explained using a constant friction of μ = 0.3. When we use a velocity-dependent friction model, although each parameter is not well resolved, the average coefficient of friction during sliding is well constrained at around 0.3. The small difference between the residuals of Coulomb simulation and velocity-dependent simulation suggests that the coefficient of friction is close to 0.3 most of time during sliding. In other words, once the landslide begins sliding, the movement is accelerated rapidly, and the coefficient of friction reaches this steady state. Therefore, increasing the number of parameters in the friction model does not greatly contribute to improve the fit, since the friction reaches a dynamic value very quickly (see Fig. 4b ).
The coefficient of friction calibrated by the force of seismic waveform inversion and numerical simulation provides important physical parameters. It suggests that the entire movement can be explained by the dynamic coefficient of friction of 0.3, whereas eq. 1 in Yamada et al. (2013) was applicable only for the first stage, and there was no information on the friction in the later part of the movement.
Another advantage of obtaining a coefficient of friction from numerical simulation is to avoid the loss of information due to the filtering in the waveform inversion. Since it is not possible to perform the waveform inversion for the entire frequency band, Yamada et al. (2013) used a period range between 10 and 100 s. Therefore, the inverted force includes little information outside of this period range. This bandpass filter removed sharp changes in the waveforms, and tends to suppress maximum amplitudes (see filtered and unfiltered forces in Figs 2(d)-(f) ). Since the friction coefficient in Yamada et al. (2013) is computed from the force amplitude by using the equation of motion (eq. 1 in Yamada et al. 2013) , the force may be underestimated, and as a result, the dynamic coefficient of friction was estimated as 0.38, against 0.3 from the numerical simulation (see Fig. 6 ). The differences of the force amplitudes between the seismic waveform inversion and numerical simulation, as well as the computation of the volume, are also potential causes of the discrepancy in our respective results. Suppose we substitute the maximum inverted force by the maximum force obtained from the numerical simulation, the coefficient of friction would be estimated as 0.31. Estimating the coefficient of friction from seismic waveform inversion alone has an advantage of simplicity, but we need to pay attention to the overestimation of the dynamic coefficient of friction (e.g. Moretti et al. 2015) .
In this approach, it is not necessary to use the extent of the final deposit for the validation of the friction models, since the coefficient of friction is calibrated by the force inverted from seismic data. In the later part of the movement, the body of the landslide collapses and it changes into a debris flow. The extent of the deposit (Fig. S1 , Supporting Information) may be influenced by the pore pressure change after the collapse in the valley, so it is difficult to constrain the coefficient of friction with the extent.
The coefficient of friction we obtained in this study is consistent with other studies. Lucas et al. (2014) proposed an empirical relationship between the effective frictional coefficient and the volume of landslides. The effective frictional coefficient for Akatani landslide is estimated μ = 0.29 based on the relationship. Moretti et al. (2015) presented μ = 0.33 for the Mount Meager landslide with the volume in the same order (48.5 × 10 6 m 3 ). These results are in a good agreement with our coefficient of friction during sliding.
The force computed from the SHALTOP model shows a rapid increase at the onset of the simulation (see broken lines in Figs 2(d)-(f)). This is because the SHALTOP model has an approximation at the onset of sliding as we mentioned in Section 3. Therefore, the coefficient of friction during the initial few seconds does not have enough accuracy. Since the coefficient of friction is calibrated by the force, there is no resolution of the average coefficient of friction after 140 s in Fig. 4(b) , when the amplitude of force is close to zero (see Fig. 2 ).
Analysis in this study suggests a significant drop in shearing resistance at the onset of rock mass sliding. Assuming that the initial apparent friction is given by the slope angle, the average coefficient of friction for the sliding mass declines rapidly from ∼0.6 to a dynamic coefficient of ∼0.3 within 10 s (see Fig. 4b ). This large drop of apparent frictional resistance may be attributed to loss of cohesive strength at subsurface asperities. We assume the sliding surface has a heterogeneous structure, that is, locked sections (asperities) and unlocked sections. A gravity deformation observed in the field over a long precursory timescale (e.g. Chigira et al. 2013) is consistent with this assumption of heterogeneous structure. The breakdown of these asperities suddenly reduces the resisting force, and leads to catastrophic movement of the landslide body. The frictional behaviour in this study supports this assumption for the triggering mechanism of catastrophic landslides. The combination of the numerical simulation and seismic waveform inversion leads to a better understanding of the dynamic evolution of friction, however, further studies are needed for landslides of various velocity, size and lithology to examine effects of mass volume and geological structure on the dynamic friction behaviour of the sliding surface. seismic waveform inversion (Yamada et al. 2013) , the coefficient of friction during the sliding of the catastrophic landslide was investigated. The simulation assuming standard Coulomb friction shows that the forces obtained by the seismic waveform inversion are well explained using a constant friction of μ = 0.3. A small difference between the residuals of Coulomb simulation and a velocity-dependent simulation suggests that the coefficient of friction is close to 0.3 most of time during sliding. By assuming that the initial friction is given by the slope angle, it suggests the sudden loss of shearing resistance at the onset of sliding, that is, sudden drop of the initial coefficient of friction in our model, which accelerates the deep-seated landslide. Our numerical simulation calibrated by seismic data provides snapshots of the landslide movement and the evolution of dynamic friction, which is difficult to obtain from conventional runout simulations, or seismic waveform inversion alone. The resolution of dynamic friction was reasonably good when the acceleration of a mass movement, that is, the force acting on the sliding surface, was large, but it is difficult to determine the dynamic coefficient of friction at the initiation and end of the movement by this approach. The well-constrained dynamic coefficient of friction obtained from this study will help understand the dynamic mechanics of deep-seated landslides.
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